
overall weight width length height

2 lbs (1 kg) 1” (3 cm)5” (11 cm)3” (6 cm)

SPINNING® COMPUTER

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS

Model 722-0100

SPINNING
®

 COMPUTER

One-touch start ensures easy operation without the 

need to enter personal information.

Dedicated Heart Rate and Cadence (RPM) display with 

summary of calories burned and distance traveled upon 

completion featuring ANT+ wireless technology.

Easy toggle between distance traveled and time 

elapsed.

Display backlighting provides flexibility in low-lit 

environments.

Integrated design fits handlebars of all Star Trac 

Spinner® bikes (NXT, Elite, Pro, Spinner® Velo, V-Bike® 

and Spinner® V) without impeding proper hand position.

Quick installation of wireless transmitter to bike fork 

eliminates need to remove chain guard.

Summary display shows total time, distance, average 

heart rate and total calories burned.

Maintenance mode featuring usage statistics for facility 

management.
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ELECTRICAL: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. 4 AA 

(computer) and one lithium (transmitter) batteries included.

CERTIFICATION: FCC, CE, IC

COLORS: Frame: Black, Accents: Red

HR MONITORING: Polar and ANT+

READOUTS: Dedicated window for heart rate and RPM. Toggle button for time and

distance. Workout summary provides total time, average heart rate, distance and 

caloric expenditure updates.

STANDARD FEATURES: Mounting brackets provide compatibility with the following

Spinner models (Johnny G Pro - Model 5800, Johnny G Elite - Model 5900, V-Bike® 

Spinner® - Model 5700/7060, Velo - Model 7040/7050/5440, Spinner® Pro - Model 

6800/7070, Spinner® Elite - Model 6900/7080, Spinner® NXT - Model 7000/7090)

WARRANTY: 1 year warranty on computer and transmitter. 

Batteries not covered in warranty* 
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